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Preface 
The measure theory and integration discussed here emerged from 
Wiener’s work on Brownian motion [29] in 1923. During the last 30 years 
it has been used extensively in the theory of stationary stochastic 
processes, and less consciously in the operational calculus for Hilbert 
spaces. In recent years Loeve [14], Cramer [6], Rosanov [23] and 
others considered even more general measures. 
Despite this firm development no coherent account of the general 
theory appears in the literature, and several lacunae have remained: 
(1) the measures considered have values in L, spaces rather than in an 
abstract Hilbert space; (2) in integration point-functions on real intervals 
rather than set-functions over an abstract space have been emphasized; 
(3) a parallel theory of differentiation has not been considered; (4) it has 
not been noticed that the Fourier-Plancherel and allied transforms 
receive a very natural setting in the theory. 
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Our purpose is to fill in these lacunae, and present a connected account 
of the theory of orthogonally scattered measures with values in a Hilbert 
space X defined over a measurable space (A, a), and the corresponding 
theory of integration. We first deal with an abstract space /1. Next, we 
take (1 to be a topological space and discuss differentation. We then 
study locally compact Abelian groups (1 and resulting questions of 
stationarity. Lastly we consider real intervals (1, and investigate 
integration-by-parts, etc. We then turn to the case when Z is L, over 
any measure space. Some of the results on Hahn extension, Radon- 
Nikodym and Besicovitch differentiation, correspondence between ortho- 
normal basis, and Lebesque-type measures are new. 
The writer’ has been working on this topic intermittently over the 
last few years. He gratefully acknowledges the support received from 
the ONR (Contract Grant 908) over this period. The paper was under- 
taken while serving at the Mathematics Research Center of the 
University of Wisconsin, and the manuscript completed at the Statistical 
Laboratory of the Catholic University of America. Apart from some 
deletions and revisions it is the same as the MRC Technical Summary 
Report #738 bearing the same title. Thanks are due to Dr. Calvin 
Wilcox for pointing out its possible uses in scattering theory and 
suggesting its publication. 
0. Motivation: Orthogonal Differential Basis 
There are many mathematical problems which can be analyzed 
properly in terms of an underlying Hilbert space 8. Among them are 
some in which an orthogonal basis B emerges quite naturally. An 
example is the theory of Fourier series of periodic, locally square- 
integrable functions on the real line; in this X = L,[O, 23~1, and 
B = (en , ---co < n < oo), where e,(e) = enis. But there are other 
problems analyzable in terms of 3 in which no orthogonal basis is 
encountered naturally. An example is the theory of the Fourier- 
Plancherel transform of square integrable functions on the real line; 
in this Z = L,( - co, co) but no orthogonal basis suggests itself although 
the space is separable and many are known. The question arises as to 
whether there is some other concept (analogous to basis) which could 
in such situations provide a natural foundation for the theory. We shall 
show that the answer is in the affirmative, and that the appropriate 
concept is a suitable set-function t defined over a space cf, and having 
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values in 2, which might be termed an orthogonal differential basis, 
or more accurately a basic orthogonally scattered measure [16]. Situations 
wherein orthogonal bases B appear naturally turn out to be the ones in 
which the basic measures 5 are purely atomic; in such cases the vectors 
in B are simply the &measures of the individual atoms. 
There is a theory of integration of complex-valued functions on II 
with respect to such measures .$, which has many applications. When 
2 = L,(sZ, 9, P) where (Q, 9, P) is a probability space and (1 is a real 
interval, the integration reduces to what is known as stochastic integration, 
a concept of much utility; cf. [7], p. 426 et seq. For any P we may 
define many a 5 by applying a projection-valued measure E to a vector 
x in X’. Our integration taken with respect to such [ provides an 
elegant way of defining spectral integrals of functions on A and developing 
the operational calculus of von Neumann and Stone. When A is endowed 
with a sufficiently rich topology, differentiation can be considered. The 
Fourier analysis of L,-functions over Haar-measured locally compact 
Abelian groups, or even over dual measure spaces without such group 
structure falls within the scope of our theory of integration and differ- 
entiation. 
The theory of orthogonally scattered measures and the corresponding 
theory of integration and differentiation thus serve to unify diverse but 
related subjects of importance. 
1. Basic Properties of C.A.O.S. Measures 
The most convenient domain on which to define our measures initially 
is a pre-ring or half-ring’ rather than a ring of sets: 
1 .l. Definition. LP is a pre-ring over a set A, iff B is nonvoid family 
of subsets of A such that VA, B E 9’ 
(i) ABBES 
(ii)” 3n > 1 and 3 /I sets C, ,..., C, E B 3 A - B = C, U *-* u C, . 
1.2. Definition. Let B be a pre-ring over II, and &? be a (complex) 
Hilbert space. We say that ,!j is an Z-valued, countably additive, orthog- 
onally scattered (c.a.0.s.) measure on 9, iff 
1 This concept is due essentially to von Neumann [28], p. 8.5. 
z The symbol I/ means disjoint. 
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(i) ,$ is a function on 9 to 2 
(ii)” V’K 3 1, A, E 8, A, are II& uy A, E B + CF &Ak) 
converges unconditionally to &UT AJ 
(iii) A, B E 9 & A 11 B + ((A) 1 t(B) 
The Pythogorean Identity, [l 11, p. 14, shows at once that 
(1.3) If [ is an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on 8, then 1 &*)I” is a 
finite, nonnegative, c.a. measure on 8. 
1.4. Definition. 1 ((*)I” is called the nonnegative measure of the 
c.a.o.s. measure f, and denoted by pFLp . Thus 
P,(A) = I 5(A)12> VAEP. 
1.5. Examples. (a) Let E be a projection-valued measure for% on g’, 
and for any x E 2 let f,(A) = E(A) x, A E 9. Then each .$, is an 
X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on 8. Moreover, tag and 5 are bounded 
measures, since p((A) = 1 E(A) x I2 < / x 12. 
(b) Let # = L,(A, 28, Y), where v is a nonnegative (< CO), c.a. 
measure4 on a a-ring 6? over A. Let B = {A : A E 9? and v(A) < CO>. 9 
is a subring of 9#, and ipso facto a pre-ring. Let f(A) = xa , the indicator 
function of A, A E 9. Then obviously, 5 is an X-valued, c.a.o.s. 
measure on 9, and p( = Rstr9 Y.~ 
(c) Let B = (x,~ , h E A) be an orthonormal subset of Z, A being 
an index-set. Let 9’ be the family of all finite subsets of A. Then 9’ is 
a ring and ipso facto a pre-ring. Let 
i?(A) = c x,t, AEP. 
AEA 
Then obviously 5 is an H-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on B and pt is the 
cardinality-measure. Here, countable-additivity holds vacuously, since 
no countable disjoint union of nonvoid sets can be a member of 8. 
(d) Let A be the set of positive integers, (xk , k > I) be an o.n. set 
in 8, and 
3 ITo 5(&J =d lim,,, x; ((L&J. The symbol =d means: equal by definition. 
4 We write “< to” to mean “not necessarily finite”. 
5 Rstr.pv means: the restriction of Y to the set 8. 
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Then obviously f is a bounded, &‘-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the u-ring 
(ipsofacto pre-ring) 2” of all subsets of A. In fact, p*(A) = CT l/k2 = 
&r”. But 
and this shows that the total variation of < on A is CO. Thus, even a 
bounded, c.a.o.s. measure need not have jkite total variation. 
(e) In $7 we shall show how a c.a.o.s. measure f over (-co, co) 
for which tag is Lebesgue measure can be created from an o.n. bisequence 
G% ? --co < n < co) in 2, and in $8 how c.a.o.s. measures are generated 
by so-called functions with orthogonal increments on (-co, co). In $5 
we shall see that new c.a.o.s. measures can be obtained from a given one 
by indefinite integration, isometric transformation, and other operations. 
1.6. Remark. The theory of Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measures comes 
within the scope of the general theory of vector-valued measures. But 
the existing general theory due to Bartle, Dunford and Schwartz, (cf. [S], 
Ch. IV, $10) will not serve this purpose, as it is restricted to bounded 
measures defined on a-algebras. Many important c.a.o.s. measures f are 
unbounded, and even after maximal extension (cf. $2) will only be 
defined on a ring and not a o-ring. [The measure of f of 1.5(b) with 
A = (-co, co) and v = Lebesgue measure is a simple example]. In this 
respect c.a.o.s. measures are more complicated than the ones they have 
treated. But in other respects our measure and integration theory is 
much simpler than the general theory because of the very close con- 
nection 1.4 which subsists between 5 and the nonnegative measure p( . 
Because of this connection the concept of semivariation, [8], p. 310, can 
be ignored in our theory.6 
The connection 1.4 between 5 and p* gives the X-valued measure 5 
monotonicity properties reminiscent of nonnegative measures, as the 
following obvious results show: 
1.7. Triv. Let f be an P-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the pre-ring 9. 
Then VA, B E 9, 
(4 I t(A) - @)I2 = ~~(4 + P@) - 244 n B), 
(b) B C A 3 I &A) - C(B)12 = F<(A) - P@), 
6 It is easy to see that every P-valued, c.a.o.s. measure [ on B has a finite semi-variation 
II 6 II, and that in fact II I II(A) = d’&(A)}, A E g. 
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Cc) B CA * I W)I < I WI, 
(d) B C A & &A) = 0 =+- f(B) = 0. 
In many applications of our theory a nonnegative measure p is given 
initially, and an s-valued set function l defined in terms of p.7 In 
verifying whether such a 5 is a c.a.o.s. measure, the following result is 
useful: 
1.8. Theorem. (on equivalence). Let (i) ~1 be a finite, nonnegative, c.a. 
measure on a pre-ring 9, (ii) +$ be a function on B to X. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(4 VA, B E 8, (t(A), t(B)) = PL(A n B) 
(/?) (4 is an Z-valued c.a.o.s. measure on 9 with pcLc = CL. 
Proof. Let (a) hold. Then obviously 
(1) .‘4 EP => I &q2 = p(A), 
(2) AtBE9 & AIIB =s &qJ-4p). 
It only remains to show that 6 is c.a. Let Vk > 1, A, E 8, A, be 11 and 
A =d UT A, E 9. Then by (i) 
(3) 
BY (2) 5(Aj) -I- WM. H ence by the Pythagorean Identity 
/ 84 - 5 &%) la = I 5(412 + f I &4)12 - 2 real f&4, i 5(&J) 
1 1 1 
By (3) the RHS tends to 0, as n ---f co, showing that 5 is c.a. on 8. Thus 
(8) holds. 
Next, let (/I) hold. Th en it easily follows (on taking only the first n 
of the A, to be nonvoid) that 
vn > 1, A, ,...) A,E.CF,AkareII&~A,E9’ 
1 
(4) 
’ E.g., our X may be L,[Q, b] and we may define f(A) written fa by &a(i) = 
J, KC& 4 cc@ 1, u w h ere K is a suitable kernel; cf. 9.9 below. 
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i.e., t is finitely-additive on the pre-ring 8. Now let A, B E 9’. Then 
by Def. 1.1 
A = (A n B) u (A - B) = 6 Pj , PjEY, P,,=AnB&Pjare/j, 
0 
B=(AnB)u(B-A)=(IjQ,, QkEP1, Q. = A n B & Qk are I/. 
0 
Since Pi (1 Qk for j > 0 or K > 0, it follows from (4) that 
(t(A), t(B)) = (‘f QP<), f t(Qj,) = 5 i (5(Pi), f(Qj)) 
0 0 idJ j-0 
= Wo), &Qo)) = I &A n B)12 = tt(A n B). 
Thus (a). 1 
For ease of reference we record here some other obvious properties 
of our c.a.0.s. measures: 
1.9. Triv. Let 8 be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the pre-ring 8, 
and let A, B E 9. Then 
(a) A - B E B + <(A - B) = &A) - [(A n B), 
(b) BCA&A-BEE + 5(A - B) = 5(A) - S(B), 
(c) AuBEY + &AuB)= f(A)+.$(B)-((AnB), 
(d) A n B E 9 3 ((A n B) = &A) + t(B) - 354 n B), 
(e) A A BE 9 * &A A B) = I t(A) - 5(B)12. 
From 1.9(e) we readily infer the following useful result: 
1.10. Triv. Let f be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on a ring g0 . 
Then 4 is un$oyrn@ continuous on SJo under the (usual) metric p on g0 
deJned (cf. [IO], p. 168) by 
f(A, B) 7 &(A a 3, VA,BE@‘,. 
In particular, if Vn > 1, A, , A E go , then 
&A a A,) --t 0 > $+T QA,) exists & = ((A). 
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2. Hahn Extension of C.A.O.S. Measures 
The close association of the nonnegative measure pcLs with our c.a.o.s. 
measure 5, cf. 1.4, simplifies the problem of the Hahn extension of 5. 
By exploiting fully the known fact that p[ has a unique extension ,I 
to the u-ring 33 generated by the pre-ring P, we can show in a straight- 
forward way that 5 itself has a c.a.o.s. extension [ to the subring $A!?,, 
of .G? on which TV is finite. We shall take for granted the following two 
classical theorems: 
2.1. Theorem. (Hahn extension of a complex measure). Let p be a 
finite, complex-valued, c.a. measure on a pre-ring 9 such that its total 
variation measure 1 p j is$nite on 9. Then 
(a) / p / has a unique, nonnegative (<co) CA. extension v to the 
u-ring g = u(P) generated by 9’; this v is a-jinite on Sf; 
(b) p has a unique, finite, complex-valued, c.a. extension p to the 
subring (actually restricted Bore1 ring, [28], p. 84) 
9()={B:BEL27 85 v(B)<co) 
of &?. 
2.2. Theorem.s Let (i) p be a nonnegative (o-finite) c.a. measure on 
the u-ring .G? = u(P) generated by a pre-ring 8, such that p isfinite 9; 
(ii) S?,, =d{B: BEGY&&(B) < CD}; 
(iii) @={E:E= uyPk,n>, l,&P,EPj; 
(iv) VA, B E go, p(A, B) = F(A A B). 
Then (a) p is a complete metric over the ring go , when sets A, B such that 
p(A /J B) = 0 are identified; 
(b) The operations (J, 0 and the function ,c(*) are continuous with 
respect to the metric p; 
(c) The ring @ is an e.d. subset of the p-metric space ZYO, i.e. 
BC.S?‘, and 
VBEB’,, Wn)lm 3 En E 4’ & ~6% , B) - 0, as n+co. 
From these theorems we derive the following results: 
*Cf. Halmos [lo], p. 40, Eqs. (3), (4); p. 168, Thm. A; and p. 56, Thm. D. 
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2.3. Theorem. (Hahn extension of c.a.o.s. measure). Let 
(i) 6 be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the pre-ring 8, 
(ii) p be the (unique) nonnegative (o-jnite) c.a. extension of pt to the 
u-ring G? = u(9) generated by 8, 
(iii) a0 =d {B : B E SY & P(B) < CO}. 
Then (a) f has a unique c.a.o.s. extension [ to BO; 
(b) pg = Rstr.,O 17;. 
The proof of 2.3 based on 2.1, 2.2, though straightforward, is long and 
requires a few lemmas. As its inclusion here would entail a digression 
into measure-theoretic technicalities not germane to the subsequent 
theory, we have relegated it to Appendix 1. 
Remark. By 2.3(b) the domain of pl is the ring 97s. Hence by 
Theorem 2.1 tic will have a Hahn extension pi to o(L~,,). But since 
B CCJYs CLZ~ =d u(9), therefore u(S#,,) = &?, and so, cf. 2.3(ii), ~X,Z = p. 
Hence by 2.3(iii), 
~o={B:BE~&p#3) < aI>. 
In words, the domain .B’,, of [ is precisely the ring on which the Hahn 
extension of pl is jnite. The italicized statement does not of course hold 
for all c.a.o.s. measures, but only for fully-extended ones. The latter 
measures are in many ways nicer to deal with than their unextended 
counterparts, and will play an increasing role in the sequel. To demarcate 
such fully extended measures we introduce the following terminology 
in which the nonnegative measure TV and its domain .G@ gain precedence 
over 5: 
2.4. Definition. We say that [ is an P-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(4 g, PL), 3: 
(i) 98 is a u-ring over A; 
(ii) I* is a nonnegative, a-j&&e, c.a. measure on Sf; 
(iii) 4 is an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the subring 
98& d {B: BE9&&(B) < co}, 
and pE = Rstr.,@ p. 
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Note 1. From the uniqueness and a-finiteness of the Hahn extension 
[lo, p. 54, Thm. A], it follows that 
I* is u-finite on 22 e .!SY = a(L2’,). 
The condtion 2.4(ii) is therefore equivalent to 
(ii)’ p is a nonnegative (< oo), c.a. measure on S? such that 
u(L4fJ = 68, 
Note 2. In view of Thm. 1.8, the condition 2.4(iii) could have 
been written: 
(iii)’ 5 is a function on SSU to & such that 
V-4 BEg’,, (&9 5(B)) = P(A n B). 
In this terminology, our extension theorem 2.3 can obviously be 
recast as follows: 
2.5. Theorem. Let (i) 5 b e an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the 
pre-ring 8, (ii) p be the (unique) nonnegative (o-finite) c.a. extension of pE 
to the a-ring u(9) = 9. Then the Hahn extension [ of 6 is an X-valued, 
c.a.0.s. measure over (A, SY’, p). 
3. Subspace of a C.A.O.S. Measure 
The values of a c.a.o.s. measure [ being vectors in a Hilbert space &, 
it is natural to associate with .$ the (least closed linear) subspace spanned 
by these vectors, and to study its properties, e.g., separability. 
3.1. Definition. Let f be an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on a pre-ring 
8. Then9 
G{t(g)l, i.e., G{[(A) : A E 9} 
is called the subspace of t and denoted by YE . 
From 5.9, 5.10 below it will emerge that every x in Sp, has an essentially 
unique integral expansion in terms of the P-valued measure 5. This 
suggests calling 8 a c.a.0.s. measure basis for the subspace Y6, and 
adopting the following definition: 
’ Notation. Vo1 C 2, G(od) =d the (least, closed, linear) subspace spanned by a. 
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3.2. Definition. An Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure t over a pre-ring 9’ 
for which Y; = 2 will be called an Z-basic, c.a.o.s. measure. 
Certain restrictions of a measure f will have the same subspace as 
[ itself. The following theorem describes these restrictions: 
3.3. Theorem. Let (i) .$ be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(4 g’, P), (ii) 9 b e a sub pre-ring of .!J#,, such that .Qp 2 o(9), cf. 2.4. Then 
-96 = %str.& . 
Proof. Write co for Rstr. 9 t. Since 9?@ and g are the domains of t 
and iTo, therefore 
-3 7 WW,)>7 y;, 7 WV% 
But 9C9#,, and so 9!0’9E. 
To prove the reverse mclusion it clearly suffices to show that 
(1) QBE~‘,, W) E % - 
Let 
8= IE:E= ij&, n3 1, & P,Ed 
1 I' 
and B E 5+?* . Then by Thm. 2.2(c), 3 a sequence (I!?,),” such that 
1 
E,EPP&~(E,,B)+O, as k+co. 
Hence by 1.10, 
To prove (1) we need therefore only show 
(2) cls. &@) c y;, . 
But clearly if x = f(E), E E 8’, say E = UT Pk , P, E 9, & Pk are / 1, 
then 
x = $ Wk) = f &O(Pk) E 8,. 
1 
Thus &@) Z Ye, . Since Y;, is closed, (2) obviously follows. 1 
The last theorem yields a simple, sufficient condition for the separa- 
bility of the subspace YE : 
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3.4. Corollary. Let (i) be as in 3.3, (ii) B be a countable,la sub pre-ring 
of gP 3 aP C u(9). Then 9[ is a separable subspace of Z. 
Proof. In view of the last theorem we need only show that 54, is 
separable, where to =d Rstr.&. 
Since 9’ is countable, so of course is f(P). The family F of finite, 
linear combinations of vectors of ((9:) formed with coefficients having 
rational real and imaginary parts is also obviously countable. But every 
vector x in Y;, is, by definition, a limit of finite linear combinations of 
vectors in f(P), and (since the rationals are e.d. in the reals) therefore 
a limit of vectors in 9. Thus Y;, has a countable, e.d. subset, viz. 9. 1 
4. Nonexistence of the Radon-Nikodym Derivative of 5 
with respect to Pi 
Let E be an P-valued, c.a. 0,s. measure over (A, 33, p); cf. 2.4. The 
equation 1 f(B)12 = p(B), B egg, shows at once that 
(4-l 1 < is abs. co&s. w.r.t. p on the restricted u-ring 9JW .
The question arises as to whether we can assert, a la Radon-Nikodym, 
that 
(1) VBEa’,, 5(B) = jBf(hM% 
where f is a function on A to X, which is locally Bochner integrable 
w.r.t. CL. If so, it would be natural to call f the R.N. derivative of 6 
w.r.t. p and denote it by df/dp. 
This question needs attention because of its bearing on the definition 
of integration of complex-valued functions 4 on .A w.r.t. 5, which is 
one of our main goals, cf. 55. Were (1) correct, we would, in the light 
of the well-known substitution rules governing R.N. derivatives, expect 
that with any reasonable definition of the integral, 
where the last is a Bochner integral of the @-valued function +*(dt/dp) 
w.r.t. the non-negative measure p. Since Bochner integration is a well- 
explored subject (cf., e.g., [8], chap. III, $6; [12], chap. III, $l), we 
lo By “countable” we mean of denumerable or finite. 
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could adopt (2) itself as a definition, and so avoid the development of a 
different type of integration. 
We proceed to show that Eq. (1) f ai 1 s except in the uninteresting case 
in which p is purely atomic. In our proof we have to appeal to two 
lemmas. The first, on the inner product of Bochner integrals of X-valued 
functions, does not seem to occur in the literature: 
4.2. Lemma. Let (i) X be a complex Hilbert space; (ii) for i = 1, 2, 
pLi be a nonnegative, a-finite, c.a. measure on a o-algebra gi over a space Ai ; 
(iii) for i = 1, 2, fi E L,(Ai, 9fi, pi ; lf).ll Then 
(4’” (fd*>, f2(->> E L(4 X (12, 4% X g2), PI X tL2 ; u> 
(b) (.L,fdhJ PI(&), $,fi(X,) d4N = 
SJA,XA, ( flW> f2(h2)) * (Pl x CL21 WL h2)). 
Proof. (a) By (iii) fi equals (a.e. pi) a limit of countably X-valued 
functions. Hence by o-finiteness, the inner product in (a) equals (a.e. 
pL1 x p2) a limit of countably complex-valued functions. This inner 
product is therefore a(&Jr x .@,)-measurable. Also by the Schwarz 
inequality 
(b) First, we easily verify the equality in (b) for countably- 
valued functions fi . Next, given arbitrary fi satisfying (iii), we approxi- 
mate to fi by sequences of countably-valued functions, a.e. pi and 
in-the-mean. We use the Schwarz inequality and Fubini’s Thm. to 
show that the double integral on the RHS of (b) is the limit of the 
sequence of double integrals of our countably-valued functions. We leave 
details to the reader. m 
Another lemma we will need concerns o-finite measures over Cartesian 
products A x A, which are concentrated on the diagonal: 
I1 The last is the class of .?Zz-measurable functions on A, to X which are Bochner- 
integrable on ni w.r.t. p’i . 
I2 ( , ) denotes the inner product in 2 
~‘,x~~=~{B~xB~:B~E~~&B*E~~} 
& X pa =d the product-measure of pI and p2 
‘if =d the complex no. field. 
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4.3. Lemma. Let (i) 37 be a a-algebra over A such that 
D d {(h, , X,) : h, = X, E A} E ~(29 x 9I). 
(ii) p be a nonnegative, a-jnite, c.a. measure on .%?‘, 
zzl’,={B:BELB & p(B) < co}, 
2% ,&+ = {C : c E u(B x 9) & (p x p)(C) < co}. 
(iii) M be a jinite, complex-valued, c.a. measure on the ring .!%tixr 
such that 
VA, BEAM, M(A x B) = CL(A n B). 
Then D is a carrier of M, i.e. M(/12 - 0) = 0. 
The proof is a matter of measure-theoretic technicalities, and is 
therefore relegated to Appendix 2. 
4.4. Theorem. (Non-existence of df/dp). Let (i) 9? be a u-algebra 
over A such that Vh E A, {A> E &I, and 
D a ((h, , h,) : h, = h, E A} E ~(9~ x S&); 
(ii) 5 be a Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, 23, I*), where p is 
a-Jinite. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1 
VBESY’,, 
(a) 
t(B) = SB fG9 PL(W 
where f is an %-valued, SY-measurable function on A such that 
VB E gP , f E L,(B, a, /L; 8); 
(/3) A, =d {h : h E A and p(h) > 0} is a carrier of CL. 
Note. Since A E $9 and p is u-finite, cf. 2.4(ii), A, is necessarily 
countable.13 Thus (fl) asserts that the measures p and 5 have a countable 
carrier, i.e., are purely atomic and discrete. 
Proof. Let &I) hold. Then as just remarked A, is a countable carrier 
of p and therefore of t. Since .$ is c.a., therefore VB ESY,, 
t(B) = c t(h) = c “” + p{X}. 
AEBCT/ld ,,E&-& m  
From this, (CY) follows on taking 
f(h) = tY>/l &v2, h 6 4 ; f(h) = 0, A E A - A,. 
13 Countable means denumerable or finite. 
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Next, let (LX) hold. Define ap,Xp, as in 4.3(ii), and let 
(1) vc E ~)rYtL 7 M(C) 7 jj WV, f@‘)) . (CL x P)W, % 
C 
Then 
(2) M is a finite, complex-valued, c.a. measure on auXL( , 
and by 4.2(b), (a!) and (ii) 
(3) VA, BE ~28~) M(A x B) = (((A), t(B)) = p(A n B). 
Hence by the last lemma, D is a carrier of M. It follows that 
(f(4, f(V) = (f($ f(Q) - XI@, A’>, a.e. (p X p). 
Hence by (3), (11, and Fubini’s Theorem, VB E Sybil 
/L(B) = M(B x B) 
=I s Bi B 
(W Wx& A’) p(dh’)[ cL(4 
(4) 
where the last equality stems from the fact that p(X) = 0, when h is not 
in the countable set A, . Now take B to be the unit set {A} where h E A, . 
Then (4) yields 
1 = I V)12P14> XEAd. 
This in turn reduces (4) to 
P(B) = 1 ,@I, BEgp, 
EAdnB 
which establishes (8). 1 
5. Integration with respect to C.A.O.S. Measures 
Given an &-valued, c.a.o.s. measure f over (fl, AY, p), cf. 2.4, we wish 
to define J = & #(X) .$(&I) f or suitable complex-valued functions $ on A. 
We cannot define J to be a Bochner integral except in trivial cases, 
because of our last theorem 4.4; cf. the opening remarks of $4. In his 
original treatment Wiener worked with the case A = [-.rr, ~1, 
p = Lebesgue measure, taking the point-function x : x(X) = 5(-n, A], 
instead of the set-function 5; cf. [21], pp. 151-156. We cannot adopt 
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his approach as it involves an integration-by-parts, and is very much 
restricted to the real line. As remarked in 1.6 we can dispense with the 
heavy machinery required in the general theory of Bartle, Dunford 
and Schwartz [8], Chap. IV, $10. Our approach is patterned after the 
one given by Rosenberg [24], 96; [25], $4, for bounded, #g-valued, 
c.a.o.s. measures t and matrix-valued 4, which in turn is an obvious 
generalization of that given by Doob [7], p. 426, for the case /l = 
(-co, m) with [ replaced by a stochastic process with orthogonal 
increments. 
Fundamental to the development is the following well-known result: 
5.1. Theorem. Let (i) p be a nonnegative (<CO) c.a. measure OTZ. a
o-ring k@ over A; 
(ii) SY,, = {B : B ~a & p(B) < CO}; 
(iii) L,,, = L,(A, 33, CL) be the set of all complex-valued, .93-measurable 
functions + on A such that JA 1 +(X)12 p(dh) < co. 
Then (4 L2,, is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
when functions differing on sets of zero p-measure are identified; 
(b) the set of all gP-simple functions, C; akXa, , A, E &‘,, , 
ak = complex no., is e.d. in L,,, . 
Now let f be an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, L?+?;, p). We wish 
to define for each 4 EL,,, an integral lA 4(h) &dX) so that it will have the 
following properties: 
We single out these properties because they entail all the other properties 
we want our integral to have, as the next lemma shows: 
5.3. Lemma. Any integral JA 4(h) e(dh), defined for functions 4 in 
L 2,P , and having the properties (5.2) has the following properties: Q+, #, 
A EL2,P and Q complex numbers a, b, 
(a) I SAW) tX412 7 I4 Ii = SA I C)12~(d4; 
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Proof. (a). Take # = + in 5.2(b). 
(b) Writing JA 4 d[ for JA +(A) Qdh), we have 
(j,44 j,Mj 7 (j,+x.A jAIClxAj 
= (dx.4 , htB)p = (k4nB 7 hAnB)fi 7 by 5.2(b), 
= (IqnB+dty jAnB+d4y 
by 5.2(b). 
(c) We have ‘Jf E L,,, 
by 5.2(b), 
Hence 
= a (j/W, j,fdtj +b (j,M, jAfO'E) 
= (a j, 4 dt + b jA $ d-t, j/G)- 
(1) xd 1, (ad + W) dt - a j,4 d5 - b j,$ d5 I j,f dt. 
Now let ~4’ be the set of all JA f dc, for f E L,,, . Then by (1) x 1 A’ 
and therefore x 1 (A’), where (&) is the linear manifold in A? spanned 
by J?‘. But, cf. (l), x E (4). Thus x = 0, and this yields (c). 
(d) is obvious from (c) and (a); (e) follows from (d). m 
We shall now define the integral in two steps so as to ensure the 
properties (5.2): 
5.4. Definition. (Step 1). For ag,+-simple function +, + = C; akxA,, 
A, ES?@, ak = compIex no., 
6Q7/212-2 
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A simple computation shows that 
(5.5) For 9YU-simple 4, jA y%(X) t(dX) has the properties (5.2). 
Consequently it has all the properties 5.3(a)-(e). Now let 4 E Lz,@ . 
Then by 5.1(b), 3 a sequence (+,);” of g’,-simple functions 4, such that 
A&+-4 in J&A * This sequence is Cauchy in L, p, and therefore by 
5.3(d), the sequence (JA d,(X) [(dX)),“=, is Cauchy’in 8, and so has a 
limit x E 2. Furthermore, if (h)? is another sequence of g’,-simple 
functions converging to 4 in Lz,P, then 4, - #, --t 0 in L,,P, and therefore 
by 5.34, 
1 j, hzc%w - jA 4493d~) 1 -+ 0, as n+co. 
This shows that the limit x depends only on 4, and not on the approxi- 
mating sequence of tip-simple functions. The following natural definition 
is thus unequivocal: 
5.6. Definition. (Step 2). For a 4 in L,,w, which is not 99’,-simple 
where ($,)y is any sequence of BP-simple functions 4, converging to 4 
in L,,, . 
From (5.5) and 5.6 it follows easily that our integral has the properties 
(5.2). Hence from Lemma 5.3 we conclude: 
5.7. Theorem. V+ EL,,, , 
(b) and 5.3(a)-(e). 
JA +(h)f(dh) has all the properties (5.2)(a), 
5.8. Corollary. The set of all JA +(h)&dh), for 4 EL~,~, is the 
subspace Y; of the c.a.o.s. measure 5. 
Proof. Let Y T {S, 4 dt : 4 EL,,,}. By 5.3(c), Y is a linear manifold 
in 2. Next, if x = llmll+m sA #J, d[, where 4% EL,,, , then from 5.3(d) 
we see that 34 E L2,P such that x = J, 4 d.$. Thus 
(1) Y is a (closed, linear) subspace of X. 
Now, by Defs. 5.4, 5.6, every x in Y is a linear combination 
C: +zV,)~ A, E g,. 3 or a limit of such combinations. Thus 
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But by 5.4, VB E gp, f(B) = JA xB d[ E Y. Hence by (1) 9; C Y. 
Thus Y[ = Y. 1 
We can subsume the last theorem and corollary in the following 
useful result: 
5.9. lsomorphism Theorem. Let [ be an s-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 
over (A, &f’, p). Then the correspondence 
is an isometry on L&A, 99, ,u) onto Y; C 2’. Thus, every such 5 carries 
with it two Hilbert spaces, Y; and L,(A, 9, p), isomorphic under the 
natural correspondence S. 
To each x in Y* thus corresponds a unique 4 in L,(A, 3, II) such that 
x = J,+(h)[(dh). This justifies our using the term basis (in 3.2 and 
above) in connection with the measure 4. 
Let 4 be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, a’, CL), and P, be the 
projection on Z onto A$ . Then, by the last theorem, to each x E X 
corresponds a 4, EL, such that 
(1) p&4 = j, 4&93w 
How are x and & related? Obviously, 
(2) 4% = s-l(Pp) = (S-‘P,,,, s)(x) = s*x, 
where S* is the adjoint of S, S being regarded as an isometry on L,,, 
into Z. To find a more revealing connection between x and #, than 
that in (2), consider the case when p has a countable carrier A, = 
{A, , k 2 I>. Then (@,}, h 3 1) is an orthogonal sequence in X’, and 
in place of (1) we have 
(1’) 
It follows that +, is supported on A, , and Vk > 1, 
(2’) 
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where the last is the R.N. derivative at A, of the complex measure 
vz(*> =d tx, ‘8.)) w.r.t. p. We proceed to show that the Eq. (2’) generalizes 
perfectly for arbitrary u-finite ,A, generalizes perfectly for arbitrary 
u-finite CL, i.e. to the most general measure of interest to us; cf. 2.4(ii). 
Let Vx E S”F’, and VB ~g’, , v,(B) =d (x, t(B)). Then obviously vz 
is a finite, complex-valued, c.a. measure on the ring gti . Its total 
variation measure 1 vz 1 has therefore a Hahn extension m, to u(S?‘,), 
i.e. cf. 2.4(ii), to S??. Let 
s?‘,={B:BE~ & m,(B)<co}. 
Obviously each gz 1 3Yr, and by Theorem 2.1(b), vz itself has a Hahn 
extension V, to the ring gz . The R.N. derivative dfi,/dp takes the place 
of dv,/dp in (2’) in the general case, as the following theorem shows: 
5.10. Projection Theorem. Let (i) 5 be an Z-valued c.a.o.s. measure 
over (A, 22?, p), so that by 2.4(ii) p is o-jinite on S?‘, 
(ii) Vx E SF & VB ECZ~ , v,(B) =d (x, c(B)), 
(iii) Vx E S-S?, 5, be the Hahn extension of fir to the ring SYz = 
{B:BE&%~~(B)<ccI}, h w ere m, is the Hahn extension to 9# of the 
total variation of vz . 
Then (a) Vx E Z, fiz is absolutely continuous w.r.t. p on 49%. 
(b) One determination of d?,/dp is S*(x), (cf. 5.9); thus 
Proof. (a) We first note that 
(0) vD << p on the ring BP . 
This is obvious for x = 0. If x # 0, let 6, = (E/I x I)“; then clearly 
(a) now follows from (0) and classical results on the Hahn extension 
of complex-valued measures. 
(b) We know from Theorem 5.9 that 
(1) J'dx) = j, h@kXd4~ where & = S*(x). 
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But since x - P*(X) 1 [(II), I3 ES?,+, therefore VB ~~~ 
(2) %P) = (P*M W)) = (j, 4, d6, j, XB d5) bY (1) 
= s B Am-4d~) 
by 5.2(b). 
Actually, Eq. (2) extends to the larger ring ~3~ , for let B E SYz . Then 
B E 9? and since p is u-finite on .@, therefore 
B= (jBk, where B, E @,, & B, are 11. 
Hence by (2) and the countable additivity of cz , 
(3) $ jBkWPW = $ %v4c) = km~ 
The co-series converges, and it follows that 
(4) 4% E W% g’, cl) & f j, +G%W) = I‘, ~@MW 
1 
BY (3) and (4) 
VBEgz, k(B) = B M%W. I 
This shows that 4, is a version of &,.dp. The rest now follows from (1). 1 
5.11. Remark. As noted before 5.10, when p has a countable carrier 
A, = & , K 3 11, 5.10(b) becomes 
which is the well-known expansion of Pt(x) in terms of an orthogonal 
set {5(&J, K > l}. Thus Th eorem 5.10 is a generalization of this discrete 
result. This connection between the general and the discrete cases 
becomes especially poignant when A is a topological space in which 
measures can be differentiated (cf. $6). 
5.12. Corollary. Let (i)-(iii) b e as in the last Theorem. Then 
w E 44 g’, CL), 
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Proof. Since x - P,x 1 JA C$ d.$, therefore, by the last Theorem, 
LHS = 
(1 
= 
s 
‘, 2 (A) ++@A) = RHS, 
the last equality being due to the substitution rule for R.N. derivatives. a 
We deal next with the effect of a linear transformation on our c.a.o.s. 
measure and integral: 
5.13. Theorem. Let (i) E be an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(4 a’, l-4; 
(ii) T be a continuous, linear operator on 9[ into a Hilbert space 
Z’, and VB ES?‘, , v(B) = T{[(B)}; 
(iii) VA, B ~27~ , A II B * rl(4 i rl(B). 
Then (a) q is an Z’-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the ring J%,, , and 
QBE@~, 0 < ~$3) < I T I%(% 
(b) L&4 g, P) C LP’h =@> 9, where p is the Hahn extension of 
p,, to u(SY’,), i.e., cf. 2.4, tog’; 
Cc) ‘@ E WC a’, CL), WA $(4 &WI = J/, d@) rl(4. 
Proof. (a) Because T is continuous, 7 is c.a. Also by (iii) 7 is O.S. 
The inequality is obvious. 
(b) The inequality in (a) continues to hold between p and p on F2, 
since the RHS becomes co for B E 3 - .GJ~~ . Hence for all g-measurable 4, 
j, I W12iW) < I T I2 j, I @)12~(d% 
whence (b). 
(c) is easily verified for 9’,-simple 4, and then (since T is continuous) 
by the usual limiting arguments for arbitrary $ EL,,, . 1 
The strong hypothesis 513(iii), indispensable for general T, will be 
fulfilled in special cases, an obvious instance being an isometry. This 
yields the following corollaries: 
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5.14. Corollary. Let (i) 5 be an 2-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(4 a, P), (ii) Vb e an isometry on F6 into a Hilbert space 2’ and VB E gB, , 
T)(B) = V{[(B)}. Then 
(a) 7 is an Z’-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, g, p), 
(b) 4 E L,(A g, P.), Vtl-, W &W = JA 4(X) 44, 
Cc) s”, = v(q)* 
Proof. (a) follows from Theorem 1.8, since 
VA,BE~L,,, (+Q rl(Wt+ = MA), 5Wce = CL@ n B). 
(b) follows from the last theorem, and (c) follows at once from(b). 1 
Conversely, a pair of c.a.0.s. measures 5, 71 over the same space 
determine an isometry on Y[ onto Sp, : 
5.15. Corollary. Let [, 7 be Z-valued and &Y-valued, c.a.o.s. 
measures over the same (A, S?‘, CL). Then 3 an isometry V on Y; onto 9? 
such that VB ES?‘, , q(B) = V{[(B)}. 
Proof By Theorem 5.9, 3 isometries S, , S, on L,,, onto Y; , Yq, 
respectively, such that 
St : 4 + j, 5ww~)~ s, : 4 + J‘,, 4@Mw 
Letting V =d S,S;l, we clearly get the result. 1 
Given a c.a.o.s. measure 5 we can construct other c.2.o.s. measures v 
by indefinite integration with respect to 4. Integrals w.r.t. y are then 
related to those w.r.t. 5 by a rule of substitution. To prove these results 
we need the following lemma, the proof of which we leave to the reader: 
5.16. Lemma. Let (i) p be a nonnegative (<co), c.a. measure on a 
cr-ring A? over A; 
(ii) 4 be a complex-valued, a-measurable function on A; 
(iii) g+ = {B : B E 99 8t 4 E L,(B, a’, p)); 
(iv) VB ESY+ , v(B) = JB I WI” dd4; 
(v) s be the Hahn extension of v to a(~,+,). 
Then 3 is jinite on and only on the ring &J+ . 
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Thus the extension 5 is finite on precisely the ring g6 on which the 
original v is defined. Hence a c.a.o.s. measure 77 defined on W, and having 
v as nonnegative measure will have no proper c.a.o.s. extension (cf. 
Theorem. 2.3). 
5.17. Theorem. (Indefinite integration). Let (i) 5 be an X-vulued, 
C.U.O.S. measure over (A, 3, p); 
(ii) $ be a complex-valued, 93-measurable function on A; 
(iii) B, = {B : B E L?J & C#J E L,(B, g, p)}; 
(iv) VB E 99@ , 44 = JB I $(W /-44; 
(4 VBE~‘,, r(B) = J,W) 5(W 
Then (a) 7 is a S-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, u(SYJ, fi), where v is 
the Hahn extension of the measure v to ~~($23~); 
(b) vf EL&J 4=@&, fi>, f4 E-W% 9, CL) and 
j,fM4 = jAm5@w4. 
Proof (a) By the last lemma 
c+={B:BELB & i;(B)<oo}=9’,. 
Thus by (v), 5.3(b) and (i), VA, B E A?$, i.e. VA, B E SYg ,
Hence by Def. 2.4 we have (a). 
(b) Since 5 is finite on precisely the ring 9Y4 on which (iv) holds, 
it follows that dC/dp = 1 C# 12, a.e. (p). Hence for f E L,(A, cr(Sf+), C), 
whence f# E L,(A, 98, p). The equality in (b) is easily verified for 
L&-simple, i.e. 9@-simple f. For an arbitrary f in L,(A, cr(S#J, 5) we 
consider a sequence of &?+-simple function fn converging to f in the 
norm. The corresponding sequence( fn+)zzl then converges to 
$‘Lr L,(A, 97, p), and the desired equality easily follows. 1 
We turn next to c.a.o.s. measures induced by a transformation. 
The following result is obvious: 
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5.18. Triv. Let (i) .$ be a S-valued, C.U.O.S. measure over (A, 3Y’, CL); 
(ii) 0 be a function on A into a space (1”; (iii) 
dL(f3:mi & &@)E53}, p =g /d-l. 
Then 5 o 0-l is a g-valued, c.a.0.s. measure over (A, &, j2). 
5.19. Theorem. (General substitution rule). Let (i)-(iii) be as in 5.18, 
and (iv) 6 be a complex-valued, @-measurable function on A-. Then 
(a> C$ o 6’ is a B-measurable function on A 
(b) JA %V)) WV = J-/d(~) W’@>L 
in the sense that if either integral exists, then so does the other and the 
two are equal. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) First let $ be a’,-simple, say $ = xr a,xA;; , where A, E 3Yfi 
Then &‘(a,) E 9?@ and therefore 
Hence the equality in (b) is immediate from Definition 5.4. 
Next, let + E L,(fl”, 4,~). Then by Definition 5.6, 
(1) RHS (b) = ;i? ja~n(~)E{~-l(d~)l, 
where c$, is gfi-simple and 6, + 6 in L,(A, @‘, p). But by the ordinary 
substitution rule 
and so $,&I --t&O in L,(A, ~$9, p). Since the $,&I are 9’,-simple, it 
follows from Def. 5.6 that 
(2) LHS (b) = $2 j” c&p@ (h)&G). 
A 
The equality in (b) follows from (1) and (2), since as shown first, the 
integrals on the RHS’s of (1) and (2) are the same. These arguments are 
clearly reversible, and so we have (b). 1 
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When the integrand + depends on a parameter w ranging over a 
measure space (Q, S, Y), the integral J, $(w, A)[(&) = F(w) defines a 
a function F on !G to Z. Under suitable conditions F can be integrated 
(in the sense of Bochner) w.r.t. v, and the order of the iterated integral 
can be changed. These conditions are stated in the next theorem, which 
is suggested by Doob’s remarks regarding a special case, [7], pp. 430 432. 
5.20. Theorem. (Iterated integration). Let (i) 6 be a &-valued, 
c.a.0.s. measure over (A, 23, TV); 
(ii) v be a nonnegative (<co), c.a. measure on a o-ring 9 over a 
space Qn; 
.,T? * b 
e a complex-valued, ~(9 x S?)-measurable .function on 
(iv; for almost all CO, (V measure), #(w, a) E L,(A, g’, CL) and 
(v) for almost all A, (p measure), #(*, A) E L,(Q, F, V) and 
Then (a) the functions JG #(CO, *) u(dw) E L,(A, 93, p) 
(b) the function JA I$( ., A) [(dw) E L,(S, 9, v; CT?) I4 
(4 SD cs, ?4% 4 S(d4) VW) = JA cs, ?4w, 4 4d4) C(4- 
Proof. We shall only outline the main steps of a rather long and 
technical proof. 
We first justify (a)-(c) by simple computations in the special case 
i 
V(oJ,A)E52 x A, 9%% 3 = k f&J> gim, 
i=l 
where fi E L,(O, 9, v), gi E-UA g’, 4, 1 ,(i<<. 
Next let +!J be any function satisfying (iii)-(iv). (a) is immediate from (v). 
To prove (b), (c) we note that, by (iv) and (v), 
(2) 
i 
3Nl_c!2 3 v(N,) = 0 & VOJEQ-A$, $(w;) E L,(A,B,p), 
3N,_cLt 3 p(N,)=O & VAEA-N2, #(*,A) E L&Q,F,v). 
I4 This is the class of all Z-valued Bochner integrable functions over (Q, 5, v). 
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We then show that 3 a sequence (&JF 3 
1 
Vn > 1, & is of the type (l), 
(3) Vn>l, & V(w,h)~i2xX, I Ytt(W, 41 < I #(w, 9, 
V(w, A) E Q x A, !hn(% 4 - #Cm, 9 
By two independent appeals to Lebesgue’s Theorem on Dominated 
Convergence we deduce that as n --t 00, 
(4) VCOER-Nl, 9L71(3 a)- IcI(w, *) in &(A g, 14, 
(5) VAEA-N~, j, MW, 44~~) -+ j, 4(% 44~~). 
From (4) and the natural isometry between Y; and L,,p , we conclude 
by appeal to the Dominated Convergence Theorem for &?-valued, 
Bochner integrals that (b) holds for #, and that, in fact, 
But since Z/J, is of type (l), the order of integration can be interchanged; 
i.e. 
Since the space 5?! is closed, it follows that as n + co, 
s R YL;L(w, ) (d 1 
* v w + some G(q) in L,(fl, 3?, CL), 
whence from (4), G(h) = JQ a,!(~, A) v(dw), a.e. (II). Hence 
(8) RHS (7) = j, 1 j, IcI(w> h).(Wl &W 
(c) emerges from (6)-(8). a 
6. C.A.O.S. Measures and Integration over Besicovitch Spaces 
As Saks has observed a theory of measure and integration is incomplete 
without a parallel theory of differentiation, [26], p. v. To obtain the 
latter the space (1 over which our measures are defined has to be 
topological. The topology must be rich enough to permit the sort of 
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differentiation of measures that Besicovitch introduced for Euclidean (1 
in his important extension of Lebesgue’s theory of differentiaion [I]. 
Besicovitch’s results have been extended by Morse [19] and by Edwards 
and Hewitt [9] to certain types of metric spaces and locally Euclidean 
spaces. We shall refer to all such spaces for which his theory works as 
Besicovitch spaces (cf. 6.2 below), and shall suppose that our (1 is 
endowed with a topology which turns it into such a space. 
To define a Besicovitch space it is convenient to recall some notions 
from topological measure theory: 
6.1. Definition. Let (i) fl be a HausdorfI space, (ii) g be a u-ring 
over /1, which includes the family of Bore1 sets, (iii) p be a nonnegative 
(<co), c.a. measure on 3?, (iv) F be a vector-valued function on a 
directed system of neighborhoods NA of a fixed h E A. Then 
(a) p is called a Borel measure, iff for every compact subset C of /I, 
CL(C) < a; 
(b) o(p) =d (h : h E (1 & ‘d neighborhoods NA of h, p(N,J > 0} is 
called the spectrum of p; 
(c) we say that lim,,+tnj F(N,) = I, iff VE > 0, 3Nf’ 3 NC Nf’ * 
I F(N,) - z I < E. 
It is a triviality that (T(P) is a closed set, and that if (1 satisfies the Second 
Countability Axiom, then o(p) is a carrier of II. 
6.2. Definition. Let (i), (ii) be as in 6.1. We shall call (II, g), a 
Besicovitch space, iff 3 a special system of neighborhoods. NA (with 
compact closures) of points h in /1 such that V nonnegative (< co), c.a., 
Bore1 measures p on g, and V complex-valued c.a. measures v such that 
the extension of the total variation / v 1 is a Bore1 measure on g’, the set 
is a carrier of p. 
The Euclidean space rl = &? is a Besicovitch space, the special 
neighborhoods NA being open cubes or spheres with center at h. As 
remarked earlier, certain types of metric spaces and locally Euclidean 
spaces are also Besicovitch spaces. 
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6.3. Definition. Let (A, 93) be a Besicovitch space, and p, v be as in 
6.2. Then the Besicovitch derivative Dv/Dp is defined to be the functions 
on 9; such that 
Thus by the very definition of a Besicovitch space, the derivative 
Dv/Dp will exist a.e. (p), for all measures p, v of the kind described in 6.2. 
In this terminology an important result of Besicovitch can be stated 
as follows: 
6.4. Theorem. Let (i) (A, 5Z) b e a Besicovitch space; 
(ii) TV be a nonnegative, o-finite, c.a. Bore1 measure on A?‘; 
(iii) v be a complex-valued, c.a. measure such that the Hahn extension 
of the total variation 1 v 1 is a a-jinite, Bore1 measure on SJ; 
(iv) v = v, $ q, , (va <( p) be the Lebesgue decomposition of v 
relative to p. 
Then Dv/Dp is a version of the R.N. derivative dv,ldp. 
It is natural to ask what happens when we take an X-valued, c.a.o.s. 
measure 4 in the numerator instead of the complex-valued measure v. 
The simplest examples show that the Besicovitch derivative Df/Dp may 
not exist-anywhere: 
6.5. Example. Let S = LJO, I], &A) = xa be the indicator- 
function of the Bore1 subset A of [0, 11, and p be Lebesgue measure. 
Then obviously VA E (0, l), and VJINih’ = (A - h, h + h), 
&A - h, h + h) = [p(h - h, h + h)]l/2 (2h)1/2 
p(h - 4 h + h) P(X - 4 h + h) =2h- 
as h + O+. Thus D.$/Dp can exist nowhere on [0, I]. 
In fact, as one might anticipate from 94, a c.a.o.s. measure t has a 
Besicovitch derivative with respect to its own nonnegative measure, 
iff 5 is purely atomic. This is shown in the following: 
6.6. Lemma. Let 5 be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, 2, CL), 
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cf. 2.4, where (A, 9) is a Besicovitch space and TV a Bore1 measure. Then 
VA E u(p), the following conditions are equivalent: 
Proof. Since invariably (a) Z- (/3), we need only show that 
(B) 3 (Y) * (4 
Let (p) hold. Since a weakly convergent system in any Banach-space 
is bounded in norm, therefore 
The LHS is 1/2/cL(N,), and so p(N,$) > I/K2 > 0. It follows that 
p{A) 2 l/K2 > 0, i.e. (y). 
Next let (y) hold. Then by an easy computation 
and this tends to 0 as iVA ---t {A}, since for any c.a. measure p, p(N,J + ~{h}. 
Thus (a). i 
The fact, however, that complex measures have Besicovitch derivaties 
and that these are related to R.N. derivatives as in Theorem 6.4 enables 
us to recast the Projection Theorem 5.10 in the following cogent form: 
6.7. Projection Theorem. Let (i) .$ be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 
over (A, 3, p), cf. 2.4, where (A, a) is a Besicovitch space and p a (a-Jinite) 
Bore1 measure; (ii) P, be the projection on Z onto 9[ . Then 
the integrand being always a function in L,(A, g’, p). 
lb “wlim” abbreviates: weak limit; thus 
wlim F(NJ = x, 
W+9 
iff Vy E 2, iiTAl(F(NA), y) = (2, y). 
A- 
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(1) 
Proof. Since p is u-finite, therefore by Theorem 5.10 
P,(x) = !^ , 2 (h)f(dA), 2 E L,(.4, 3, p), 
where fiz is the Hahn extension of the complex measure v.J*) =d (x, t(e)) 
on the ring 
c?iTIL = {B : BE .‘3? & p(B) < ~0). 
Now (A, 3) is a Besicovitch space, and p is a a-finite Bore1 measure, 
and so obviously is the total variation j V, I. Hence by Theorem 6.4 for 
almost all h (p measure) 
But IV, ~23~ and so ;r,(N,) = (x, ((NJ). Hence 
The theorem now follows from (I). 1 
6.8. Remark. By Lemma 6.6, the limit occurring in the last theorem 
can be taken inside the inner product when and only when p{A} > 0, 
in which case 
Consequently, when p is purely atomic, i.e. 
A, d {A : h E A and p{A} > 0} 
is a carrier of p, l6 the last theorem yields the familiar formula 
for expansion in terms of an orthogonal system ([(A), h E Ad). Our 
general formula 
(1’) 
I6 The carrier (1, may be uncountable, since p may not be totally o-finite, i.e. A may 
not be in 37. 
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is thus a generalization of the familiar result (1). The close analogy 
between (1) and (I’), and between the corresponding formulae for the 
absolute value: 
(2) 
(2’) 
makes it evident that the concepts of c.a.o.s. measure and c.a.o.s. 
measure basis are fruitful generalizations of the concepts of orthogonal 
system and orthogonal basis. 
7. C.A.O.S. Measure and Integration over 
Locally Compact Abelian Groups 
The presence of a congruence relation in the space (1 over which our 
X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 5 and the nonnegative measure p are defined 
brings up questions of stationarity, i.e. of the relationship between the 
5 and p measures of congruent sets. We shall deal with this question 
only when (1 is an additive (or multiplicative) Abelian group, and 
congruence is group automorphism or translation, i.e. A N B iff 
3 E /1, A + {h} = B (or A * {h} = B). Stationarity questions become 
especially important and interesting when (1 is a locally compact Abelian 
group, and so possesses a non-negative, u-finite, regular, invariant, 
Bore1 measure m, the Huar measure, which is unique apart from a constant 
factor. We shall deal primarily with this case, and show that for a 
separable X an ample supply of stationary basic measures is available 
over the additive group of real numbers. 
The following terminology is suggested by the theory of stochastic 
processes: 
7.1. Definition. (a) Let 5 be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(A, g’, CL), cf. 2.4, where (1 is an additive group. We say that 6 is 
stutionury,l’ iff p is an invariant measure, i.e. 
VAEA & VBELS?~, B + {A) E gII & p(B + (4) = p(B). 
I7 The corresponding term for stochastic processes is “weakly stationary”. A discrete- 
time, orthogonal S.P. is the point-function corresponding to our set-function 1. 
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(b) Let 6 be a X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (d, g’, p), where 
/I is a locally compact, Abelian group. We say that [ is ~ontinuous,~~ iff 
VAEA & VBE&?‘,, B + V) E BP & $y if@ + PI) = 5(B). 
7.2. Note. For simplicity we shall assume that our locally compact 
abelian group A is a separable, Hausdorff space. The Bore1 and Baire 
families are then identical, and so every Bore1 measure, cf. 6.1(a), is 
regular (cf. Halmos [lo], p. 228). Th us, apart from a constant positive 
factor, there exists a unique, nonidentically zero, nonnegative, u-finite, 
invariant Bore1 measure m, the Haar measure. This measure is auto- 
matically positive and finite on all conditionally compact open sets. 
We shall now show that if the nonnegative measure p( of a stationary 
c.o.a.s. measure 5 over a separable group is a Bore1 measure, then p* is 
a Haar measure, and 5 is automatically continuous: 
7.3. Theorem. Let (i) A be a separable, locally compact Abelian group 
with Borelfamily .4? and a Haar measure m; (ii) 5 be a stationary, Z-valued 
c.a.o.s. measure over (A, 39, p), where p is a Bore1 measure. Then 
(a) 3c > 0 3 ,u = c.m; (b) [ is continuous. 
Proof (a) Let p = 0. Then obviously we have (a) with c = 0. Let 
p + 0. Then since 4 is stationary, therefore 
(1) VBES?~& Vh~fl, B + {A) E g,, & p.(B + @I) = p.(B) < ~0. 
Next,ifB+{h}EBP,thenB= B+(h)-{(h)ESY, and 
cl(B) = /4B + (4) < ~0, 
and so B E BP . It follows that 
(2) tlB~93 -aP& ME/~, 0 + (4) = ~0 = p(B). 
BY (1) and (9 P + 0 is an invariant, Bore1 measure. Since (1 is separable, 
p is a regular Haar measure, cf. 7.2, and can differ from m only by a 
positive constant factor c. 
(b) Since m is (automatically) regular, therefore VB E 98,, , the 
function fe such that 
fe(4 d W A P + GW> hcfl 
I* The corresponding term for stochastic processes is “mean-continuous.” 
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is continuous on fl, cf. Halmos [lo], p. 267, Theorem A, and therefore 
f&) + m(B n B) = 0, as h + 0. Hence, by 1.9(e) and (a), 
I @ + V>) - WV = CL@ A (B + {4)j = cfs(4 - 0, 
We proceed to show that with every stationary, c.a.o.s. measure 5 
over a separable /1, for which p is a Bore1 measure, is associated a 
group of unitary operators U, , h E 4 3 U,&f(B)) = 4V + {A)). We 
need the following lemma on the isometric extension of inner-product 
preserving functions, the proof of which we leave to the reader: 
7.4. Lemma. Let (i) 3, X be Hilbert spaces; 
(ii) U be a function with domain 9 C X and range $3 C .X 3 Vx, 
Y E x, (Ux, UY>x = (x, Y).e ; 
(iii) U =d G(U) be the (closed) linear subspace spanned by U in the 
direct sum 2 x X. 
Then l7 is a (s.v.) closed, linear, isometry on G(9) onto G(9). 
7.5. Theorem. Let t be a stationary, Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(A, a’, p), where A is a separable, locally compact, Abelian group and p is 
a Bore1 measure. Then 3 a strongly continuous group (0, , h E A) of unitary 
operators DA on Sp, onto Y; such that 
VBES’, & ME/~, &,(5(B)j = f(B + (4). 
Proof. For a fixed h E (1, we define the operator U, ori .$(g’,), the 
range of 5, by 
(1) ~kW)j d 5(B + W VBEg’,. 
We first assert that U, is single-valued. Since 
(1’) VA,BE~?‘,, (A n B) + ‘$1 = (A + GV A (B + W, 
therefore 
I t(A) - cVW = P@ A B) 
= CL&A a 4 + WI 
= CL@ + W A (B + 691 
= I &A + W - 5P + GW’ 
by We), 
by 744, 
bY Cl’), 
by 1.9(e). 
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It follows that 
= p[(A n 4 + {31 = CL@ n B) 
= GM, m9). 
by Def. 7.1(a), 
Now let UA =d G( U,,) be the (closed, linear) subspace spanned by U,, 
in the direct sum 3 x 2. Then by the last lemma 0, is an isometry 
on G;(g) onto G(g). But now B = @a’,) = g, and G{[(SY’,)} = Yt. 
Hence 
(2) VAEA, if?,, is a unitary operator on Ye onto L( . 
Next, from (1) we easily see that VA, A’ E A, U,U,f = U,,,,,, . But 
since U, , U,,, are single-valued and have the same domain and range, 
viz. [(S??‘,), it follows that 
(3) G+X d G( U,,,,) = G( u, . U,,) = G( U,) . G( U,,) = cl,, . o,,, . 
Finally, let x E Y’( , say, x = JA VW t(W, and let A, E A. Then by 
(2), Corollary 5.14, (1) and Theorem 5.19, 
q4 = j, %wJA~5)(d4 = jA d+vw + ho) = j, b(x’ ~ ~omw 
Hence, cf. (3), 
= j, 144' - ho) - 4Q)12/4d4. 
But 4 E -&(A 9, P), and by Theorem 7.3, p is a Haar measure. Therefore 
+ is L,,,-mean continuous on A, cf. Neumark [20], pp. 372-373, and 
so the last integral tends to 0 as A, + 0. Hence 
(4) MEA, lim DA+,, = DA. A,+0 
By (l)-(4) we have the theorem. 1 
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7.6. Definition. The group (0, , h E /l) given in 7.5 is called the 
shift group of the stationary, X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 5 over (A, 39, p). 
A denumerable orthonormal subset of Z can always be arranged as a 
bisequence (x,);C”=-, . Let fl be the set of all integers, go be the family 
of finite subsets of rl, and 
(7.7) 
Then obviously [ is a stationary, continuous, Z-valued c.a.o.s. measure 
over (A, 3, p), (1 now being a discrete topological group, 9? the family of 
can all countable subsets of (1, and p the cardinality measure. We 
therefore apply the last theorem and obtain the following corollary: 
’ and 7.8. Corollary. Let (x,J~=-~ be an orthonormal bisequence in 2 
% = qx, 3 -co <h <co}. Then 
(a) 3 a unitary operator V on Yz onto Yz 3 Vn, V(xJ = x,+~ 
(b) V-I is one-one on Yz into 9, . 
Proof (a) Define (1, g as in the last paragraph and 8 as in (7.7). 
Then 5 fulfills the hypotheses of Theorem 7.5, and hence 3 a unitary 
group (U, , K E /I) such that V finite B CA, 0,(&B)} = ((B + {h}). 
(a) follows on taking V =d 0, and B = {n}. 
(b) Suppose that y E 9” , say y = CTm ckxk and that (V-I)(y) = 0. 
Then 
f CkXk = y = vy = f cj-1q , 
k=-m j--m 
whence each ck = cs . Since x:“m 1 ci I2 < co, it follows that each 
ck = 0, i.e. y = 0. 1 
7.9. Definition. The operator V given in 7.8 is called the shift operator 
of the orthonormal bisequence (~~)km,-~ in Z. 
The result 7.8(b)-that if V is the shift operator of an orthonormal 
bisequence (xk)aOai , then V-1 is one-one-shows that V is the Cayley 
transform of a self-adjoint operator H from Yz into 9X : 
H = i(1 + V)(I - V)-l and so V = (H - il)(H + iI)-l, 
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cf. [22], p. 322. But iH generates a strongly continuous unitary group 
(U, , - 02 < t < CO) on 9x onto Sp, , viz.lg 
U, = s,‘l exp(tiH],), Jn a (I - k iHI-‘, 
cf. [22], p. 403. We now define the operator-valued and &-valued 
measures T and t over the pre-ring 9’ of all bounded open-closed 
intervals (a, b] by 
(7.10) 
T(a, b] = $ 1 U, - U, - ,“, U, dt(, 
E(a, bl = T(a, W,). 
We contend that 5 is an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on 9’ for which pb 
is the restriction of Lebesgue measure to 9 and sf = Yz. It would 
take us too far afield to prove these results here. Though not explicitly 
stated, they are clearly implied in [15] and [18]. We may formulate 
our theorem as follows: 
7.11. Theorem. To every orthonormal bisequence (xk)Zm in Z corre- 
sponds an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 6 of Lebesgue-type over (-co, co), 
which spans the same subspace. More fully, let 
(i) V be the shift operator of the bisequence, H its inverse Cayley 
transform, and (U, , - CQ < t < CO) the strongly continuous unitary 
group generated by iH; 
(ii) the measures T and 5 be as in (7.10). 
Then the Hahn extension [ of 5 is a (stationary, continuous) S-valued, 
c.a.o.s. measure over ((-CO, co),SY,L) w h ere L is Lebesgue measure over 
the family 3 of Bore1 subsets of (-CO, CO); moreover Yi = 
6(x, ) -cc < k < co). 
Similar considerations yield the following converse of the last theorem: 
7.12. Theorem. To every X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure 5 of Lebesgue-type 
over (-00, CO) corresponds a orthonormal bisequence (xk , -co < k < CO) 
spanning same subspace. More fully, let 
(i) E be an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over ((-GO, CO), 39, L) where 
9i?‘, L are as in 7.11; 
I9 “slim” stands for “strong limit.” 
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(ii) x = 42 J” e? ((0, $1 ds; 
(iii) (U, , -cc ‘< t < co) be the shift group of [, iH be its inji- 
nitesimal generator, and V the Cayley transform of H. 
Then (V%)~~-, is orthonormal, and G( V%, -CO < n < CO) = Y( . 
7.13. Remark. The last two theorems show that for any given 
separable subspace Y of Z’, there is a one-one correspondence between 
the bisequential o.n. bases of Y and c.a.o.s. measures of Lebesgue-type 
over (-00, co) with subspace Y. When &+ itself is separable, it follows 
of course that the bisequential o.n. bases of &‘ and Z-basic Lebesgue- 
type c.a.o.s. measures are in one-one correspondence. Thus every 
separable Hilbert space is amply endowed with stationary, continuous, 
c.a.o.s.-measure bases defined over the additive group of real numbers. 
8. C.A.O.S. Measures and Integration over Real Intervals; 
Functions with Orthogonal Increments 
The concept of a c.a.o.s. measure is implicit in Wiener’s pionneering 
work on the Brownian motion [29]. A Brownian-motion stochastic 
process (BMSP) is a parametrized family of random variates (xt , t > 0) 
over a probability space (Q, 9, P), such that the increments xt - x, 
are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 t - s 1 and 
such that sr < t, < sa < t, + x1, - xsI & xt, - x,~ are independent. 
The last *condition of course entails 
The BMSP is thus an example of a function on [0, 00) to the Hilbert 
space L,(sZ, &?, P) having “orthogonal increments”. The general concept 
of such a function is as follows: 
8.1. Definition. Let /l be any subinterval of (-co, co). A function x 
on A to a Hilbert space X is said to have orthogonal increments, iff 
a, b, c, d E A & a < b < c < d = x(b) - x(a) 1 x(d) - x(c). 
Just as every complex-valued function f on (-00, CO), which is 
locally of bounded variation, generates a complex-valued, c.a. (Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes) measure p on a certain subring go of the family g of Bore1 
subsets of (-co, co), so an X-valued function x on /l with orthogonal 
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increments generates a c.a.0.s. measure e on a certain ring of Bore1 
subsets of A. We shall now briefly outline its construction. This hinges 
on the following known lemma: 
8.2. Lemma. Let x be an Z-valued function with orthogonal increments 
on a subinterval A of (-co, co). Then 
(a) 3 (many) functions f on A such that 
s, t E A & s < t a f(t) -f(S) = / x(t) - x(s)12 > 0; 
(b) all such f are nondecreasing, and the difference between any two 
of them is constant-valued; 
(c) Vt E int A, x(t-) =d lim,,,- x(s) & x(t+) zd limsi,+ x(s) exist; 
with obvious amendments this holds also for end point t E A; 
(d) s, t E A & s < t 3 f(t*) -f(s#) = / x(t*) - x(s#)12, 
where ” *” can be anyone of the symbols “+“, “-” or a blank, and 
likewise for “#” ; 
(e) the functions x(* -), x(. +) are left-continuous and right- 
continuous, respectively, on A; 
(f) Vt outside a countable subset of A, x(t-) = x(t) = x(t+). 
Proof. cf. Doob [7], p. 4251. 
Now let x be a S-valued function with orthogonal increments on a 
subinterval A of (-co, co). Introduce the pre-ring 
(8.3) i?’ = (J : J = (a, b], CA} 
of bounded, open-closed subintervals of A, and define 
Iv, = (a, bl E 9, 
(84 ( 
t(J) =d x(b+) - x(a+> 
p(J) =d 1 x(bf) - x(a+>i2 
We assert the following lemma: 
8.5. Lemma. If x, 9, f, p are as in 8.2, (8.3), (8.4), then t is a 
P-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on 9 with p.F = TV. 
Proof. By 8.2(d), p(J) = .f(b+) - f(a+), where f is nondecreasing. 
Hence, as is well-known, 
(1) /1 is a finite, nonnegative, c.a. measure on Pp. 
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Obviously 
(2) [ is a function on B to A?. 
Hence, in view of Theorem 1.8, to complete the proof we need only 
show that 
(1) VI, 1~9, GYI), T(J)) = ~(1 n 1). 
To prove (I), let I = (a, b], J = (c, d] with a < c for definiteness. 
If I/I J, we have 
E(I) = $J+) - x(a+) -L x(d+) - xtc+) = E(J) 
and obviously (I) holds. When I K J, we must have a < c < b < d, and 
therefore 
f(I) = XV+) - 4a-t) = x(b+) - x(c+) + x(c+) - ++I 
= E(I n I) + ((I- I) 
and similarly 
t(J) = 5(1 n I) + f(J - 4. 
Appealing to the fact that (I) holds for disjoint sets, we easily infer that 
ttVh f(J)) = (&I n I), ((1 n I)) = I ((1 n J)12 
= I ++-> - @+)I2 = ~(1 n I>. 
Thus (I). 1 
Our Hahn Extension Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 now guarantee that .$ has 
a unique c.a.0.s. extension [ over (/l, 99, F), where L@ is the family 
(a-algebra) of all B ore1 subsets of (1, and p is the Hahn extension of p 
to 99. The domain of l is of course the restricted Bore1 ring 
.c%~=(B:BES~ & p(B)<co}. 
We have thus established the following theorem: 
8.6. Theorem. Let (i) x be an X-valued function with orthogonal 
increments on a subinterval A of (- 00, CO); (ii) G? be the family of Bore1 
subsets of A. Then 
(a) 3 a unique nonnegative, a-finite, c.a. measure p on 98 such that 
v(a, bl C 4 ~(a, bl = I x(b+) - x(a+)12; 
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(b) 3 a unique /f-valued, c.a.o.s. measure f over (A, SY’, p) such that 
V(a, b] C A, [(a, b] = x(b+) - x(a+). 
We now turn to the integration of a complex-valued function q5 over 
a real interval A. Several authors define the integral, in Stieltjes style, 
with respect to the function x with orthogonal increments, rather than 
with respect to the c.a.o.s. measure f generated by x. This approach, 
though limited, 2O has the advantage of suggesting analogs of formulas 
valid for ordinary Stieltjes integrals, e.g. integration by parts. Several 
such analogs are actually correct. For instance when the integrand 4 is 
continuous, our integral can be defined in Riemann-Stieltjes fashion. 
This fact is important and we shall outline a proof. 
Let77 : a = A, < A, < *+a < A,-, < A,, = b be a finite net over [a, b]. 
We shall call A, = [A,-, , A,] the subinteraals of r, and a set V* = 
{t1 ,***, tlZ} such that t, E d, a dual of n. With a slight inconsistency we 
shall write ‘<tk E T?’ and also “dk E 7~“. We shall also employ the notation 
/ A, / = A,< - hk--l and / r 1 = max{I A, I,..., 1 A,, I}. Given an Z-valued 
function x with orthogonal increments on [a, b], and a complex-valued 
function + on [a, b], let 
We then assert 
8.8. Lemma. If #I is bounded on [a, b], then V nets rr, T’ such that 
T C 7~’ and Q duals rr*, rr’*, 
I S(r, r*) - S(m’, +*>I2 < yto+, A)lZ . {f(b) -f@>3, 
where f is associated with our function x as in 8.2. 
Proof. Let A, ,..., A, be the subintervals of Z-, and let rr’ split A, 
subintervals 0: ,..., Ark. Let 
rr*= t,, { 1 < k <n}, where &GA,, 
=‘* - - ct: t 1 < k < n, & 1 < i < m,), where ti E Ah. 
Then obviously 
S(7r, Tr*> - S(T’, 77 ‘*) = i z ($(t:) - #J}A;x, 
k=l i=l 
2o It is clearly confined to integration over Euclidean spaces 99, and even for 97~ becomes 
cumbersome when q > 2. 
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where dx means x(d) - x(c) when A = [c, d]. Since the increments 
& are mutually orthogonal, the Pythogorean Identity yields 
From this the desired inequality is immediate, since 1 0;~ I2 = Aif, 
and I $(ti> - $(h)l < W$, 0,). I 
We can now state our theorem. 
8.9. Theorem. Let (i) x be an Z-valued function with orthogonal 
increments on (-00, co); (ii) p and 5 be the measures generated by x, cf. 8.6; 
(iii) 4 be a complex-valued, continuous function on [a, b]. Then the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
s (cf. 8.7) 
exists, and equals 
ww+) - x(4> + j, 
a, 
b) c%Gw + ~(b)W) ~ x0-)I* 
Note. The asserted equality will simplify in cases of common 
occurrence. For instance, for right-continuous x, it reduces to 
In case [{a} = x(a+) - x(a), t(b) = x(b) - x(b--),2l it becomes 
Proof. Let f be associated with x as in 8.2, and E > 0. Since 4 is 
uniformly continuous on [a, b], 36 > 0 such that 
(1) A is a subinterval & I A I < 6 a Osc(+, A) < [42{f(b) -f(a)}]‘/“. 
Now let 7~~ , 7r2 be nets such that / 7ri 1 < S and let rr? and (vi u r2)* 
be duals for m’i and 7r1 u n2 (i = 1,2). Then, by the last lemma and (I), 
I +-i > r:> - 8~1 u 572, (~1 u .rr2)*)12 < y$Wd, AN2 * {f(b) ~ f(a)> < Bei * 
H which is tantamount to extending x beyond [a, b] by continuity. 
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whence 
Thus {S(n, r*)} is an Z-valued, Cauchy directed system as / r / + 0, 
and therefore has a limit, which by definition is the R.S. integral, 
s” w 44. 
To relate this integral to Sca,bj +(A) f(A), we first show that 
(1) 
/ 
Hence 
But, cf. (I), the RHS + 0 as j 7-r / 4 0. Thus (I). 
We now consider only nets rr : a = A, < A, < a** < A,-, < A, = 6, 
for which A, ,..., A,-, are points of right-continuity of x, i.e. x(hJ = 
x(h,+). Then, by a routine calculation using (8.7) and (8.4), 
n-1 
S(n, n*) = d(t,){++) - 44 + 1 4(fk)5(hk-l !bcl 
k=l 
= +(tl)w+) - 443 + j, 
a. 
b) Lr*(44@) 
+ +(4Jw) - xv-):, 
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where the last equality follows from Definition 5.4. Now let 1 r / + 0. 
Then by (I) and the continuity of + at a and b, the RHS tends to 
In his original treatment Wiener assumed first that 4 was a trigono- 
metric polynomial on [- r, .rr], and defined J” $(A) &(A, w), where 
~(0, w) is the path of Brownian motion, by a form;1 integration by parts. 
He then defined the integral for other 4 by isometric extension, cf. [21], 
pp. 151-156. We shall now prove a generalized version of the law of 
integration by parts, which ties up our Z-valued R.S. integral with an 
#-valued, Bochner integral. The formulation and proof are suggested 
by Doob’s treatment, [7], p. 432. 
8.10. Theorem. (Integration by parts). Let (i) x be an X-valued 
function with orthogonal increments on [a, b]; (ii) + be a complex-valued, 
absolutely continuous function on [a, b]. Then 
jb 4(4 dx@) = M44b) - dWW - j, 
a a, 
bl +'(444 4 
the last being an Z-valued Bochner integral w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. 
Proof. Let A = [a, b], .%’ be the family of Bore1 subsets of A, and 
5 be the s-valued, c.a.o.s. measure and p the nonnegative measure 
generated by [, cf. 8.6. Then 
(1) p is a bounded measure on 22; p(A) = ) x(b) - x(u)I” < co. 
Since x is defined only on [a, b], therefore 
‘$4 = x(a+) - x(a), 5W = 44 - +-I, 
and hence, by the Note to 8.9, our R.S. integral equals s, $(A) f(dh). 
Hence we must show that 
(1) 
For this we introduce the function 4 on A x A: 
(2) 
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where N is the set (of zero Lebesgue measure) on which 4’ does not 
exist. It is a straightforward matter to verify that # satisfies the hypo- 
theses (iii)-(v) of Thm. 5.20 on iterated integration. Hence 
An easy calculation shows that 
RHS (3) = {4(b) - +(a)}x(b) - j, +‘(w)x(w-) da. 
In the last integral X(W-) is replaceable by x(w), since the two are equal 
except on a countable set, cf. 8.2(f). Eq. (3) thus reduces to (I). [ 
9. &-Valued C.A.O.S. Measures 
The Hilbert space of complex-valued, square-integrable functions over 
a measure space has a natural c.a.o.s.-measure basis, viz. the one given 
by the indicator functions, cf. 1.5(b) and 9.3. This gives the theory of 
La-valued, c.a.o.s. measures an individual flavor, especially in regard to 
the isometric and unitary transformations between La-spaces. In this 
section we shall study this matter and show how it bears on a theorem of 
Bochner [2] on unitary transformations on L,[a, b]. 
Fundamental to the entire development is the well known result 5.1 (a), 
which we rephrase here for convenience: 
9.1. Theorem. Let (i) v be a nonnegative ( <co) c.a. measure on a 
a-ring F over a space .Q; 
(ii) L,,, = L,(sZ, 9, v) be the set of all complex-valued, F-measur- 
ablefunctionsf on Q such that Jn 1 f(w)j2 v(dw) < CO. 
Then L,,, is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
when functions differing on sets of zero v-measure are identified. 
9.2. Notation. Let 4 be an L,(Q, 9, v)-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over 
(A, g’, I”); cf. 2.4. Then since the value of 5 at B, where B ES?,, , is a 
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function on Q, it is more convenient to denote this value by 5, than by 
c(B). We can then write equations such as 
-- 
VA,BG~‘,, 
s 
tL(w)S~(w)v(d~) = (4% , C-B)” = CL@ n B). 
R 
Our integral will be written J, 4(h) tcl,, and not JA 4(h) [(dh) as before. 
The fact alluded to at the start of this section can be stated as follows: 
9.3. Triv. Let (i) v be a nonnegative, a-jinite, c.a. measure on a o-ring 
9 over Q, and 
~;{(E:EEF & v(F)<co}; 
(ii) VE E Sp , xE be the indicator function of E. 
Then x is a L,(O, 9, v)-b asic, c.a.0.s. measure over (Q, 9, v). Moreover, 
Vf EL%” 1 f = j,f (who * 
Proof. Obviously, VE, F E SU , xE, xF EL,,, and 
(XE 7 XF)V tt j ,  ~Ekd X&J) V&J) = v(E n F). 
Also, v is u-finite. Therefore by Definition 2.4, x is a Lz,,-valued, c.a.o.s. 
measure over (Sz, 9, v). 
Next, let f E L,,, and VE E 9” , 
mm 7 (f, XE)” = j,f (wb@w). 
Then the Hahn extension eii, of mf is given by 
fif(E) = j,f (WMdW), VE 3 f%,(E) < co. 
Letting P, be the projection on L,,, onto 9YX , it follows from Theo- 
rem 5.10 that 
(1) P,(f) = j, 2 (W)X& = jnf (W)Xdw *
Thus, cf. 5.3(a), 
I P,(f)l” = j, If (W)/W~) = If 12* 
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This shows that f = P,( f ) E Yx ; whence Yx = L,,, , and (1) reduces 
to the desired equality. i 
9.4. Definition. We call the measure x given in 9.3 the indicator- 
measure basis for L,(Q, 9, v). 
By Corollary 5.14, if V is an isometry on an L,-space, then V(x) 
will be a c.a.o.s. measure in the range space. This yields the following: 
9.5. Theorem. (Isometry between L,-spaces). Let (i) for i = 1, 2, pi 
be a nonnegative, o-finite, c.a. measure on a o-ring gi over a space Ai , and 
Then (a) to every isometry V on HI into Z2 corresponds an .e2-valued, 
c.a.o.s. measure 7 over (Al , S3’, , p,) such that 9, = V(Xl) and 
(1) 
(b) to every Z2-valued c.a.o.s. measure q over (A1 , aI , pl) cor- 
responds an isometry V on Zl onto Y7 C A’?? satisfying (I). 
Proof. (a) This follows at once from Cor. 5.14 on setting 
(1) VBE~‘,l, 5B 7 XB> 718 7 J,TXB), 
and noting, cf. 9.3, that Vf E Sl , 
(b) x, r) are &,-valued, &$valued, c.a.o.s. measures over the same 
(A1 , a1 , pi). Hence, by Corollary 5.15, 3 an isometry V on s”, , i.e. 
Zr , onto Y? such that (1) holds. But as just shown, (1) entails (I). 1 
When the isometry V is “onto”, we get the following more symmetric 
result: 
9.6. Corollary. (Isomorphism between L,-spaces). Let (i), (ii) be as in 
9.5. Then given a unitary operator V on Xl onto ti2 , 37, 5 such that 
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(a) 77 is a &-basic, c.6z.o.s. measure 0f.w (A, , C2SI , pl), 
5 is a S’-basic, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, , g2 , pLp), 
(8 ‘Jf E & & vg E Hi? P V(f) = JAlfw?d”~ 9 v*(g) = S&)5dA~ 7 
(Y) VBl E aLL1 & V’B?, E -%L, 3 be, ) XBJS, = (XB, > tB2)‘q * 
Proof. Let Y be unitary on S1 onto &a , and r be the %‘a-valued, 
c.a.0.s. measure over (A, , g1 , pi) given in 9.5(a). Then Yq = V(Si) = 
#a, and the first equation in (/3) holds. In other words, we have a X2-basic, 
c.a.0.s. measure 7 over (A1 , SYr , pr) for which the first equation in (/3) 
holds. 
Next, since lJ is unitary, I/ * = V-l is a unitary operator on %a onto 
2r . Hence we can apply to V* the result just proved for V, and conclude 
that 3 a Xr-basic, c.a.o.s. measure 5 over (A, , g2 , pa) for which the 
second equation in (/3) holds. 
Finally, to prove (y) we note that, by (fl), 
VB, E ~3~~ 8~ VB, E SY’;, , &Bl) = VB, 9 
and so 
(7]B1 1 xB&f’2 = (%%h X4).@, = (XB, 7 v*(xB2))X, = (XB, > 6B,).Wl. 1 
Corollary 9.6 shows that the condition (y) is necessary in order 
that our isometry V be “onto.” The next corollary shows that the con- 
dition (y) is also sufficient for this. This is nice, because the condition is 
easy to check in many practical cases; cf., e.g., 9.9 below. 
9.7. Corollary. Let (i), (ii) be as in 9.5; 
(iii) 7 be an Z&xzlued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, , .%?I , pI); 
5 be an ZI-valued, c.a.o.s. measure over (A, , SYz , p2); 
civ) VBl E $P, & vB!2 E gw, Y  (7)Bl 7 xB,).%, = (XB1 5 ‘fB,)J?, * 
Then (a) Y7 = X2 , Y; = X1 ; i.e. 7, < are X2-basic, ZI-basic, c.a.o.s. 
measures, respectively; 
(b) the isometry V given in 9.5(b) is unitary on ZI onto X2 . 
Proof. (a) In view of 9.3, to prove that P’,, = S2 it will suffice to 
show that VB, E gP, , xB, E Y7 . Now for a given B, E .4Yp, , let 
01) 7 (xB2 3 TB1).Vz 3 &=%tl. 
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Then by (iv) 
v(b) = (5B* 9 XBJrn, = s Bl 
~B2~~lM4). 
Hence, for the Hahn extension fi of v, we have dV/dpl = tBz , a.e. (pl). 
Hence by Theorem 5.10 
and therefore, cf. (iii) and 5.3(a), 
I p~(xB2)i2 = j, / 5&W/44) = / 5fB, I2 = P2@2) = I XB, 12. 
This shows that xe, = Pq(xB2) E Y,‘, , as desired. Thus Y7 = X2 . In 
exactly the same way we can show that Yt = X1 . 
(b) follows at once from (a), since by 9.5(b) V is on Xi onto 9, , 
and now Yq = Z2. i 
It is convenient at this stage to comment on the position in our theory 
of the following theorem of Bochner [2]: 
9.8. Bochner’s Theorem. Let Zi = L2(Ai , S?i , Li), where i = 1, 2, 
Ai is a real interval containing 0, and L is Lebesgue measure on the family .gi 
of Bore1 subsets of Ai . Then 
A ,‘? gsuch that 
iven a unitary operator V on Zl onto X2 , 3 functions H, K on 
(1; 
2 
v/+ E A, 8.5 v&En,, ff(h 3 *) E 3% > we> h2) E & , 
(2) Vf EZ* & Vh,E A,, j”kf )@I dh = j f (WW, , A,) 6 , 
0 *1 
(3) vg E z2 86 VA, E A, ) jA1 ( v*g>N dh = j 
-___ 
g(WW, 7 A2) 4 > 
0 4 
(6) V&E A, & VA/\,EA,) j” ??(X,,) dh = j” K(X, A,) dh; 
(b) given a pair of functions H, OK satisfying (I)‘and (4)-(6), 3 a 
unitary operator V on Xl onto yi”z satisfying (2) and (3). 
607/2/2-4 
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(Proof. See [22], pp. 291-293, where however fl, = /l, and XI = X2.) 
Although the enunciation and proof of this theorem do not involve 
c.a.o.s. measures, we contend that it is a weak version (i.e. one involving 
inner products) of a special case of our last two corollaries. The kernels 
H, K are in fact closely related to the c.a.o.s. measures v, ,$ introduced 
in our corollaries: 
The enunciation of Bochner’s Theorem is not as clearcut as that of 
Corollaries 9.6 and 9.7. The kernels H, K depends on the (arbitrary) 
point of origin (0 in 9.8). Had arbitrary Bore1 measures p1 , p2 been taken 
in place of Lebesgue measure, the formulation would have become even 
harder, for these measures could have been discontinuous at the origin. 
For higher-dimensional intervals /li , such an enunciation would be 
rather clumsy, and for non-Euclidean /l, impossible. Herein lies the 
advantage of strong formulations involving c.a.o.s. measures over weak 
ones in terms of point-functions. 
We conclude with the following result asserting that set-functions 
obtained by partial integration of suitable, complex-valued kernels 
defined on (1, x (1, satisfy the condition 9.6(y). 
9.9. Lemma. Let (i) Zi = L2(Ai , S?i , pi) be as in Theorem 9.5. 
(ii) VBi ~a(,~ , k(-, *) E Ll(Bl x B2 , +J$ x a2), pl x PJ. 
(iii) vBi E gwi , rle,(-) =d Se, W, , *> k(4) E % 
tB2(*) 7 j,, 4-y X,)PL,W,) E =% * 
Then vJ% E gpi, (G, , x~,)z-~ = (xe, y  L&t-1 . 
Note. Hyp. (ii) and F b u ini’s Theorem ensure the existence of the 
integrals in (iii). Fubini’s Theorem is applicable because the restriction 
of pi to the family of gi-measurable subsets of g% is finite (and ipso facto 
u-finite), since 5%Yt EgILi . 
Proof. By Fubini’s Theorem, 
On simplification the two sides reduce to (qB,, xs,)%“, and (xB1 , [e,)m, . 1 
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10. Fourier-Plancherel Transformation 
The Fourier analysis of L, functions over the additive group C of 
real numbers (mod 2~)~~ rests on the existence of the orthonormal basis 
(e,n , --co < n < co), where en(e) =d ento, in the Hilbert space *L,(C). 
This basis is over the group of integers, which is the dual group C of C. 
Letting 
(1) e E c, B Jinite & C (2, 
we get an L,(C)-basic, c.a.o.s. measure 5 over (C, 2”, @) where $ is the 
cardinality measure, i.e. the Haar measure for the discrete group C. 
According to our standpoint, (cf. $0, and Remarks 5.11 and 6.8) the 
general situation should be much the same as that above. More fully, 
the Fourier analysis of functions over any locally compact Abelian group X, 
which are in L, w.r.t. the Haar measure p over X, must rest on the existence 
of an L,(X, 23, p)-basic c.a.o.s. measure 5‘ over the dual space23 (2, .@, fi), 
a being the Haar measure over 2. Equation (1) suggests in fact how E 
should be defined. In (1) [B(e) is obtained by “integrating” on B the 
values enie of the characters w.r.t. to the Haar (cardinality) measure fi 
over C. This leads us to expect that in the general case 
where B E 99 is any Bore1 subset of the dual group $ having finite Haar 
measure fi, and [x, a] is the value of the character 01 in X at x in X. 
As the writer has announced recently [17], these expectations are 
fulfilled. But the demonstration involves the theory of Banach algebras 
of functions on locally compact Abelian groups apart from the theory 
of c.a.o.s. measures. We shall therefore give it in another paper. Our 
treatment extends also to the Fourier analysis of L, functions over 
dual measure spaces devoid of group structure. It covers, for instance, 
the eigenfunctions expansions and unitary transforms met with in 
scattering theory in connection with the reduced wave equation [13, 271. 
(A tentative outline of these results is given in $10 and Appendix 3 in 
the writer’s MRC report mentioned in the preface.) 
22 Equivalently, we may describe C as the multiplicative group of complex numbers z 
suchthat Iz/ = 1. 
23 T? is the character-group of X, a character being a continuous homomorphism on X 
into the multiplicative group C of complex numbers z such that 1 z 1 = 1. 
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Appendix Al. Hahn Extension of C.A.O.S. Measures 
In this Appendix we give the proof of Theorem 3.2. We are given an 
Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure .$ on the pre-ring 8. We assume the classical 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 concerning the Hahn extension p of its non- 
negative measure p( to g =d u(g). As in 2.2, let 
5&=JBAk!3 & /z(B) < co}, 
&‘T E:E=fiPP,, 
I 
n>l, & P,EP. 
1 t 
It is easy to see that 
(Al.1) B={E:E=u:P,,nZl,P,~~&Pkarel/}. 
This suggest our first lemma: 
Al 2. Lemma. Let E E 8, and 
(j Pi = E = 0 Qj , where Pi , Qj E B, Pi are 11 & Qi are 11. 
Then 
t W’i) = f 5(Qd. 
1 
Proof. Let x = Cy [(Pi), y = C:” .$(Qj). 
Since F is f.a. on 99, and E E 9Y0 , therefore 
$ iVi) = P(E) = i P(Qd- 
1 
In view of the Pythagorean Identity this can be written 1 x I2 = 1 y 12. 
Hence 
1 x - y I2 = 2{1 x I2 - real(x, y)}. 
But we readily find that 
(x, Y) = fl jfl CL& n Qd = ,zl BW = I x 12. 
Hence ( x - y 1 = 0. 1 
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In view of this lemma the following natural definition is unequivocal: 
Al .4. Triv. [ is an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the ring 4 with 
nonnegative measure Rstr.&p, and 5 C $. More fully, 
(a) W F E @, (&E), f(F)) = P(E n F), 
(b) V’E E 8, &E) = t(E), 
(c) VE, F E 4, / [(E) - [(F)12 = jz(E n F). 
Proof. (a) Let E = (jy, Pi , F = Uy Qj , where Pi , Qj E 8, Pi are /I, 
Qj are 11. Then obviously 
(1) EnF= (j ijRij, where Rij 7 Pi n Qj E 9, & Rij are 11. 
i-1 j-1 
It follows from Definition A1.3, 1.8(a), and (1) that 
(t(E), C(F)) = f  f  PC&j) = P(EnF)* 
i-1 j-1 
(b) is clear from Definition A1.3. (c) follows at once from (a). 1 
We now go from @ to go itself, putting Theorem 2.2 to use. We assert: 
A1.5. Lemma. Let B E &IO . Then 3 a (unique) x E .8 such that for 
any sequence (E&’ satisfying 
1 
4z~~‘pp(&rB)-tO, as n --t co, cf. 2.2(c), 
we have lim,,, [(En) exists & = x. 
Proof. Let n > m >, 1. Then from Al.4(c), 2.2(iv) and our hypo- 
thesis on (E,),“, 
I &%J - &%)12 = ~6% 2 En) - 0, 
as m, n, +co. Hence [(E,) + some x in Z. 
Now suppose that for another such sequence (F,); for the same 
B E .CY, , we have [(F,) + y in 2. Then by A1.4(b) 
I x - Y I2 = ;+z I &%) - &Cd2 = )+y P(& ,FJ 
(1) G ;+; {P(J% , B) + PC& Fn)> = 0 
Thus x = y. 1 
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The last lemma suggests the following definition, and shows that it 
is unequivocal: 
Al .6. Definition. VB E aO, [(B) = limn+m &En), where (E,); is any 
sequence such that 
E&@&p(E,,B)+O, as n+ co. 
This brings us to our final lemma: 
Al .7. Lemma. [ is an Z-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on the ring g0 with 
pi = Rstr.,O p, and e C [. 
Proof. Let A, B g9Y0 , and (cf. 2.2) let the sequences (E,),“, (Fk)T be 
such that 
E,E@, & p(E,,A)+O, as n-co 
&a+“, & p(F!s,B)-tO, as n+oo. 
Since, cf. 2.2(b), the operation n and the function ,?(a) are continuous 
in the p-metric, we have 
p(&nLAnB)+O, as n+cO 
and therefore 
(2) p(& n 5) - p(A n B), as n+co. 
By Definition A1.6, Al.4(a), and (3) 
([(A), [(B)) = Ii;Ii (&E,), &I$)) = $+& IZ(E, nF,) = P(A n B). 
Hence, by Theorem 1.8, [ is an X-valued, c.a.o.s. measure on a0 and 
pc = Rstr.,& Moreover, it is clear from Defs. Al.3 and Al.6 that 
[(E) = t(E), VE E 9; i.e. 5 C [. 1 
This establishes Theorem 2.3(a) existence part, and 2.3(b). It only 
remains to show that the measure [ obtained in 2.3(a) is unique. 
Suppose that 71 is another c.a.o.s. extension of 5 to a ring 
9 3 B 2 9 C ~(9) zd 9’. Then pfi , pp agree on 9, and hence have the 
same Hahn extension p to z?+?. Thus ps C p. Now applying the preceeding 
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results on existence of an extension to +q on .GZ (instead of 5 on P), we 
see (because u(g) = ,@) that 7 has a c.a.o.s. extension +j to g,, , and 
(1) pil = pz = Rstr.90 p. 
Now given B E go , let (Ek)F be as in Al.5 .Then since 3, [ agree on 9 
and therefore on 4, we have, $(Ek) = [(E,), and hence 
I q(B) - HB,I G I 7?(B) - fd&)l + I iwk) - ov 
< ~G&%) - iv)) + am) - iv%~ by 1.7(b) & (1). 
The RHS + 0 as k + CO, and hence q = [. This establishes the 
uniqueness part of Theorem 2.3(a), and completes the proof. 
Appendix AZ. The Proof of Lemma 4.3 
Case I. Let ,U be finite on 99. Then since A E.%, ,(A) < CO, and 
aYw = Ls?‘, L?&@ = a(g x 9?). Therefore 
(1) M is dejned andfinite on ~(33’ x g), & M(P) = p(A) < co. 
By (iii) M is nonnegative on J?J’ x g’, and therefore on ~(98 x 9Q, and 
(2) M(R) = 0, QR=AxBBEx~:R~~D. 
We have to show that (2) holds even for non-rectangular sets 
R E a($# x ,G?). But we shall bypass this as follows. Let 
&! = )S : S = lj Ri, n>l&R,~S9xX. 
1 1 
By (l), M(D) < a. Hence by Theorem 2.2,3 a sequence (S,)? such that 
(3) S,E&, & n/r(&)+ M(D). 
Now we can always express any S, as a finite union of disjoint 
rectangles Ri in 98 x 98. It then follows easily that /I2 - S, is itself a 
finite union of rectangles in g x g, each disjoint to D. Hence by (2) 
M(A2 - S,) = 0, i.e. M(&) = M(A2) < co. 
It follows from (3) that M(A2) = M(D), as desired. 
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Case II. Let p be u-finite on 37. Then, since A E 99, 
A = fiAk, L&EB*, and A, are /I. 
By (iii) 
(4) M(Ak2) = /+I,) < co. 
Letting gk = g n 2Ak, it follows from (4) that a(gk x ~39~) C 99Wx11, 
which by (iii) is the domain of M. Hence Rstr.,(akxl,J ik’ is a finite 
measure, as is Rstr.,,p. Hence, by Case I, 
(5) M(fl,2 - D) = 0, k 2 1. 
Also, by (iii), 
(6) 
Since 
M(Ai x Aj) = p(A2 n Aj) = 0, i #j. 
it follows from (5) and (6) that M(f12 - 0) = 0. 1 
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